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1. ImtroduCtion

As the computer tecllnOtOgy develops rapid一y,

CAD/CAM system is leaded into a lot of areas, of

course the textiles and apparel industry. As we know

well, the clothing function cllangeS greatly from its

orlglnal meanlllgS: reSistlng COld, protecting body and

so on. Today. people pay more attention to show one.s

individuality and sensibHity when they choose clothes.

Computer aided apparel design system Which renect

cLlStOmerS● demand becomes necessary.

1n this paper, we propose a hybrid method or these

two kinds models. At first, we construct 31D clothes

models for apparel design and then TIT them to human

bodies by geometrica一 ITlethod; furtherl110re, in order to

obtain a physical stable shape orthe clothes, we app)y

the popular pllySICally based model, particle system, to

them. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

First, an interactive apparel design interface is

introduced, an end-user can gel a 3-D clothes model he

w.ants, as weH as the Paper Pattern fわr it･ Then, =1e

simulation of designed clothes rltted to a human body

is carried out. Further1110re, Particle system is applied

to clothes geometric model, its pllySICally stable

state is investigated.

2. hteractive apparel design

ln apparel design area, a kind ofclothes are usually

elassifled by their silhouette. Actually. with its

siHlOuette Hne g]ven, the genera一 shape of clothes is

deteHllined. Therefore, We provide designers and

customers an interface to design clothes by silhouette

editing. Users can select a clothes model什om the

clothlng database. then edit its silhouette tine in the

front and side proJeCtion planes by uslng a mouse tO

move the control vertex as they please. Simultaneously,

they can get tlle 3-D l･esults. Fig.I shows a skirt undeI■

Fig.I skirt underediting.
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Fig.2 3-D skirt and its developed pattern･

editing. Orcourse, silhouette editing lS insumcient in

real design, Some more details editing lS neCeSSary･ We

can realize it by increaslng patches. To show clothes

made of various tllaterials, we Can change cloth textul■e

pattems easily by texture mapplng teChniques･
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3-D clothes is famed by cutting and sewlng 2-D

cloth･ Conversely, by developlng the 3-D clothes, we

can obtain paper pattern for it･ Actually, except a few

surfaces such as conical surface and cylindrical surface,

most surfaces are undevelopable and can only be

developed approximately･ Here, we develop the 3-D

model by discrete methods.

Fig･2 sllOWS a 3-D skirt and its developed pattern･

The broken part can be regarded as darts･ By merglng

some small darts properly, and with some necessary

length calculation, We can obtain paper pattem fわr the

skirt.

3. Virtual wearlmg

ln order to get the 3D image ora clothes put on a

human body soon and also reduce the waste in sample

making trials, We construct a virtual wear system･

Although there are various kinds of clothes, we

categorize them into tight clothes and loose clothes in

c一othing simulation. In this study, we fわcus on skirts,

and carry out the virtual wear of tight plain skirts as

well as loose nared skirts.

Cloth is f一exible, during its deformation, its length

and area do not change so much, the preseⅣation or

length and area can be regarded as a geometric

constraint existing ln Cloth. Based on the constraint, we

fit the designed clothes to any a human body according

to the co汀eSPOnding paper pattem size.

Since the shape ortight clothes is similar to human

body surface, the surface coverlng the underlying body

can be used to describe it approximately. Usually, a

plain skirt fits body well, there is no folds in it. We
construct a 3-D skirt model consisting ofa series 2-D

cross section contours from the top to the bottom.

A skirt contour is formedwith its length in 2-D pattern

preserved according to the corresponding body contour

shape･ The vertical coordinate or a contour is also

ca一culated with the skirt lor唱itudinaHength preseⅣed.

Asthe skirl circumference increases, cloth drapes
and inter-Compresses, forms nared shape. A nared skirt

is popular for its even and beautiful folds. We visualize

such loose clothes by simulat)ng the natural drape.

Even though clothes behave complex stretching,

bending and shearing defbmation in its drape, the

bending defb…ation is remarkably large among them.

As a result, the length and area of the cloth are stⅢ

approximately preserved while the cloth shape changes

greatly.

There are many factors affecting the skirt shape,

such as the cuttlng pattem, the cloth mechanical

properties, body shape and posture, and so on. The

contourorthe skirt nared shape is caHed a hem一ine. We

assume that the length of a hemHne is preserved,

simulate its bending, and construct flared skirt model

consistlng Ofa series ofhemlines. Fig.3 shows a Dared

skirt put on a woman body, which is generated by the

proposed method･ The simulated skirt is generally

same as the real one.

Furthemore, we apply the particle system method to

the clothes modeling･ Ir we simulate the clothes

formation directly from 2-D cloth patterns to 3-D shape

柵ed to a body, the computational cost is very high･

More seriously, there may occur divergence or

numerical calculation･ By uslng the geometrical mode一

Fig･3 Flared skirt put on a woman body

as initial shape, and perfbrmlng the mechanical

properties calculationwith particle system, We can
obtain the clothes model ofrelatively stable shape.

4. Conclusion

ln this study, an interactive clothes modeling system

is constructed. With this system, designers as well as

end-users can design various kinds of c一othes as they

please simply, at the same time, the paper pattem for

such Clothes can be obtained. Moreover, the sample

making and fitting process are also replaced by virtual

wear in computer, furthemlOre the physically based

clothes model has also been discussed.

This system can re什ect end-users'demands well and

can also reduce waste and time in apparel production

greatly, ItwiIl be very usefuHn fashion industry. lt can
also be used to make virtual fashion show and of course,

it is useful in the electronic commerce based on

computer network. During the particle system

calculation, the co一lision between cloth and cloth,

clotll and human body has not been considered. lt

remains as our future work. To apply the particle

system method to alHhe clothes models we have
constructed is also our work in the凡Iture.
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